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Appellant
and
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F I I. , ^: O
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Minister for Immigration and Border Protection
First Respondent
and

THE REGISTRY MELBOURNE
Immigration Assessment Authority
Second Respondent
APPELLANT'S FURTHER S{IBMISSIONS
Part in Internet certification

I. We certify that these submissions are in a form suitable for publication on the internet.
Part 11: Further submissions on the three questions
2. On 17 October 2019, the parties were informed that this Court would be assisted by further
submissions on three questions.
g"estio" I - Is coinpli""ce by the Secretary with the of"tv imposed by s 473CB(I) a prereq"isite to the exercise of I"risdictio" by the A"thoridy, ""der s 473CC?
3. The short answer to Question I is Yes.
20

4. The role of s 473CB(I) is to be ascertained by having regard to:
a. what gives rise to the occasion for exercise of the duty; and
b. the kind of review to be conducted by the Authority under Part 7
Part 2 and Part 7AA form an integrated statutory scheme for an administrative determination
of whether Australia owes protection obligations to a person. It is only with reference to the

operation of the scheme in its entirety that the question posed by this Court can be answered. '

or Wei v Minister for jinmigya!ion and Bo"der Protecti0" (2015) 257 CLR 22 (,,'at) at t61-t151, where
Gageler and Keane JJ analysed in some detail the 'integrated statutory scheme' applying in that case
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5. In the case of any protection visa application, ' its determination (whethei. by tlie Minister
pursuant to s 65, or by the AAT under Part 7, or by the Authority on the 'limited review"
under Part 7AA) will require consideration of the application for a protection visa. ' meaning,
relevantly, consideration of the claims by the applicant. '
6. By operation of s 46, an application for. a protection visa for whicli a 'fast track applicant'

can apply' is only valid ifinade o11 all approved form. In the case of the protectioiT visa for
which the Appellant applied, the approved form' required certain inforination to be given,
including 'Your reasons for claiming protection', and it allowed for the applicant to 'attach
additional details' and, more genei'ally, it permitted the provision of other documents apart
10

from the form itself. 1/1 particular, as palt of the section on 'Your reasons for claiming
protection', the form stated: 'A decision may be made on the information provided in you I'
written application and you may not be given another OPPoitunity to present tliese claims.
TITerefo^e, it is jinportant that you include all details relevant to your case and provide ally
supporting documents at 111e time yoti lodge your protection application'.
7. By operation of ss 54 and 55, the Minister is 11nder a duty. in deciding whether to grant or
refuse to grant a visa, to have regard to all the information in the application. which include
any information given by the applicant after the application is first lodged. The only fLirthei.
information that may come within the universe of what the Minister must considei. . prior to

grant or refusal of a visa, ' is that which he may get PUTSuant to s 56.
20

8. Against that background:
a. par (a) of s 473CB(I) requires provision to the Authority of, effective Iy, the reasons for
the decision of the Minister (or delegate) refusing to grant a protection visa; and

,

.,

What are 'protection visas' is defined in s 35A. In the case of protection visas, there must be an application
for it - see s 45. Only a subset of applicants for protection visa are affected by existence and operation of
Part 7AA. See definitions of 'fast track applicant', 'fast track review applicant' and 'fast nack decision'
in s 5(I), and definitions of 'fast track reviewable decision' and 'referred applicant' in s 473BB
See s 473FA(I)
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See, with regards to Part 7AA, PIui'nijff' M/ 74120/6 v Mi'"isler/bi' 11/11nigi'o110n und Boldei' PI'o1eciion
(2018) 264 CLR 217 (Plat, ,lily'M174) at I I 71 (Cageler. Kamie and Nettle IJ)
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See eg Hiui? v Milli^lei'/b, ' I, ,I"jig, 'qiion und Milliitu/11/1"at 4101rs (2001) 233 FCR 136 at t421 (Allsop J,
with whom Spender and Merkel JJ agi. eed)
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A 'fast track applicant' can only apply for a Temporary Protection (Class XD) visa or a Safe Haven
Enterprise (Class XE) visa

7

S
9

The Appellant agrees with the identification of the relevant provisions of the Act, reoulatioiis in the
Mig, .o110" Regii/errions 2004 (Cth), and legislative instruments in the Minister's Note on Status of Visa
Application Form, dated 23 October 2019, at t21-t61
ABFM 103.

See s 65(I): 'after considering a valid application for a visa'
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b. par (b) of s 473CB(I ) reqLiires provision to the Authority of the entire application for a
PI'o1ection visa, and of any other Inaterials sucli as written submissions o1' any document
handed up by the applicant to the delegate at the hearing (if tilere was a hearing)
9. All those materials must be included in the 'review Inaterial'. for the Authority to exercise

its jurisdiction under s 473CC. Put differently, if a 'referred applicant' had knowledge that
the Authority was proposing to embark upon exercise of its review jurisdiction withoLit the
Secretary having provided all those materials. a writ of prohibition directed to tlie Autliority
could be sought

10. Accordingly, (even ifonly) by reason ofthe above, tlie answer to Question I must be Yes
10

I I. The matters in par (d) of s 473CB(I) are directed at enabling the Authority to coiniiiunicate
with a 'referred applicant'

12. The 'additional inforitiation' provisions (ss 4730C, 47300 and 4730E) demonstrate that
the 'contact detail information' is a pre-requisite to exercise of jurisdiction, or at least its
non-provision could stultify the exercise of jurisdiction from a certain point o11wards

13. As well, a PI'actice direction, WITich has been Inade under s 473FB, " requires the Authority
to be able to communicate with a 'referred applicant' in order to let 11im/heI. know of being
able to make written submissions on certain matters (noting, however, that subs (3) provides
that the Authority's duty to comply with a practice direction is 'as far as practicable')
14. Finally, s 473EB(I) requires the Authority to notify the referred applicant of 'a decision on
20

review', and whilst this duty arises at the end of exercise of jurisdiction it is, of course. of
importance naving regard to the time limits imposed in Part 8 of the Act in respect of any
application for judicial review
15. Next to be considered is par (c) of s 473CB(I)

16. The first tliing to note about this PIOvision, which Inakes it quite different from s 428(3) in
Part 7, is that it is anchoi. ed to 'the time the decision is referred to the Authority', to tlie tiine
WITen tile Minister complies witli duty imposed upon him by s 473CA. Because of that
express language, and because of the fact that what is PI'ovided by the Secretary under
s 473CB(I) is the 'review Inaterial' that, ./ifs/, must be considered (s 4730B(I)) and, second,
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See eg Plain!ofM/ 74 at t371-t381 (Cageler, Keane and Nettle JJ), 1881 (Gol'don I). The PI'actice dii'ection
was in evidence in the court below: CAB 125, item 23(d)
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defines the universe of what can be considered by the Authority, there can be only one
instance of consideration of 'relevance' by the Secretary and then provision of 'any other

material' within par (c). Section 473CB(I) does not operate in an ambulatory fashion. '
17. Whether 'any other material' is provided to the Authority by the Secretary (in addition to
what the Secretary is duty bound to provide in every case - pars (a). (b) and (d)). depends
on the Secretary's state of mind that such material is 'relevant to the review'
18. There may be no documents given by the Secretary to the Authority as 'other material
considered ... relevantto the review'. However, tilere can be non-compliance with the duty
by provision of some 'other material', purportedIy under par (c) of s 473CB(I)
10

19. Firs/, as the Appellant has already submitted, discharge of the duty in s 473CB(I). so far as
par (c) is concerned, depeiids on the Secretary reaching the state of mind reasonably, and on
a cori'ect understanding of tile law

20. Second, there can be only one occasion WITen the Secretary can 'considei"
21. Thii. d, it follows from the scheme as a whole, including Part 2 of the Act, that a very limited
range of Inaterials can evei' be validly within possible consideration by the Secretary. In the
main, these Inaterials will be

a. what the delegate got pursuaiit to s 56 (if anything);

b. coinmunications fi. om the delegate to the applicant, eg any s 571etters (responses would
come witliin par (b) of s 473CB(I ));
20

c. any transcript o1' audio file of the hearing befor. e the delegate (if there was one)
The above materials would be either documents o1' information (eg, what is revealed by the
transcript) that wei'e before the delegate when he/she made the decision under s 65
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Subject to exercise by tlie Authority of the power to get 'new information'
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See also subs (2) ofs 473CB, again suppoiting the conclusion that the whole of the duty in s 473CB(I) is
to be discharged at the one time
In App/iconi PEAL of 2002 v Mihisiei' for 11/11/11groiion and M"//Ich/Iuru/ Qnd ladi^enoiis ,4ffd^,'s (2005)
225 CLR 88, this Court rioted (at t131) that no examination had been given in the court below to 'whether
s 4180) was to be given an ambulatory effect requiring the Secretary to give to the Registi. ai. of the
Tribunal any document coming into the Secretary's possession or control after the Secretary had first
ti'an sinitted relevant documents to the Tribunal'. It was not necessary for this Court, in that case, to
detennine that issue. Cf SZO/N V Minisiei. /by 1111niigroiion und Gillzeiiship (201 I) 191 FCR 123 whei'e
the Full Court of the Federal Court (Bennett and MCKerracher JJ, Rares J dissenting on this point)

considered that the duty of the Secretary PUTSuant to s 4/8(3) was a continuing one
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22.1n PIdi'niti7M174, the plurality said that there was 'no inherent dichotomy between new
information which meets the two conditions set out in s 4730C(I)(a) and (b) and review

material which the Secretary is required to give the Authority undei' s 473CB'. because
'review material is not limited to info^mation that was before ... the delegate at tile 111ne of

Inaking the decision to refuse to grant the protection visa'.

23. Having regard to the obligation of the Seci. etary to give the 'review material' to the Autltority
'at the same time as, or as soon as reasonably practicable after, the decision is refei'red to the

Authority' (s 473CB(2)), and that the Minister must refer 'as soon as reasonably practicable
after the decision is made' (s 473CA), the time within which any other materials, apait froin

the ones identified at t211 above, Inay come to be in the Secretary's possession or control, is
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limited. That said, conceivably an applicant may have provided to the Department solne

materials after the making of the s 65 decision. " or a 'dob in' letter may have been received
24. However, the Secretary's power (coupled with the duty) in s 473CB(I)(c) to give any postdecision materials In ust depend on the Authority being able, upon its receipt, to exercise Its
powers (subject to consti'aints) and dischai. ge its duties in ss 4730C, 47300 and 4730E
25. Limiting the Ianoe of materials upon WITich the Secretai'y may, acting reasonably and on a
correct understanding of the law. reach the requisite state of mind ('considered

relevant

to the review') advances the purpose of the duty (coupled with a power) in s 473CB(I)(c),

naving regard to the fact that the 'primary rLile' ' ' is tliat the review by the Authority will be
on the papers (the 'review matei'ial'), and that sucli 'limited review' is still to be a fair one"'

20

26. The final aspect of this part of the analysisis consideration of ss 4730A and 4730B.
27. Section 473GA must operate as a limit upon the power of the Secretary (arising because of
the duty in s 473CB(ID to give materials to the Authority. Whilst not impossible to conceive
of extreme exainples where a document given by the applicant as part of his/he I' application
for a protection visa* or some information within it, may engage the provision, it must be the
case that, principalIy, it would be in respect of documents or information which the delegate
got, PUTSuant to s 56, that s 473GA would operate
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PhintofM/ 74 at t251 (Gageler, Keane and Nettle IJ)
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See eg EEM/ 7 v Minisie!'/61' 1111niigi'ajion und Bolder PI'o1ec!ion [2018] FCAFC 180

15

PMniof MIN at t221 (Gageler, Keaiie and Nettle JJ)
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See eg El'SI7, Minisiei'I)"I'M, "Ig, .unon andBo, tie" Pro^Ciion120191 FCAFC 20 at 14/1 (Allsop CJ.
Maikovic and Steward JJ): 'The conduct of the review is intended to be, to a degree, restricted, but fail"
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28. Similar considerations apply with respect to s 473GB. Its Inain scope of operation must be
in I'espect of documents or information which the delegate got, PUTSuant to s 56. Some postdecision documents such as 'dob in' letters Inight also cause subs (1) to be engaged. And if

a certificate or notification is validly given. what this Court said in By017" would apply
29. All that being said. the Secretary's power to give a document or information to the Authority.
pui'suant to s 473CB(I)(c) and under cover of a CGItificate or notification, must still depend
on the Authoi. ity being able to know if those Inaterials satisfy pal' (a) of the definition in
s 4730C(I). This is because the discretion in s 473GB(3)(a) is conferred 'for the purpose of
the exercise of Ithe Authority'SI powers in relation to a fast track reviewable decision', which
10

include the power in s 4730C(I) and (3)

30. In summary, compliance by the Secretary witli the limits of so inucli of the duty (coupled
with a power) in s 473CB(I) to provide 'other Inaterial' considei'ed by the Secretary to be
'relevant to tlie I'eview' is a pre-requisite to the exercise of jurisdiction by the Authority
11ndei' s 473CC. This is because, absent compliance, two tliings are possible

a. the Autliority might proceed by considering an excess of 'review matei'ial'; and/or
b. the Auniority niight be disabled from exercising its powers (subject to constraints) and
discharging its duties in ss 4730C, 47300 and 4730E
And the Act does not contemplate either of tliese two things occurring

20

Q"erri0, , 2 -1y'yes, (/Des non-cornp/i""ce by lire Secrei"IP will, the of"tv if"posed by s 473CB(I)
give rise 10 I"risdiciio""I error on ille p"ri of ille 11"thorny only of t/, e lion-co, "PIi""ce is
material to the owlcome of the review in ille sense thrill/, e decision of the Awlhority ring/, I
h"ve been diffe, .e"I h"dine Secrei", I, con!plied witl, ille of"tv?
31 . The short answer to Question 2 is No
32. Among recent authorities of this Court, the analysis most relevant is found in the judgment
of Justices Gageler and Keane ill Wei. (Justice Nettle dissented, without however casting
doubt on the propositions of principle to be found in the majority'sjudgment. ) That analysis
has the following steps

33. Fii. SI '' there is no reason in principle whyjurisdictionalerror should be confined to error or
fault on the palt of the decision-maker

17

B, 017 v Minisier. /01' Imjin'g!'atton dnd Bo!'del. PI'o1ecii'on [2019] HCA 34

Is

Wei at 1231

7

34. Second '' there remains utility in the terminological distinction between an 'imperative' duty
and a 'directory' one, for the purpose of describing (ie, for 'the end of the inquiry, not tlie
beoinning"') whether o1' not a material breach of an antecedent statutoi

dut , results in all

invalid exercise of a decision-making power. The question, if it be one of 'material ity',~'
looks at tlie anterioi. statutory duty and evaluates the nature of its bi'each, not at whether the
decision of the 'innocent' decision-maker inioht have been different

35. Thii. d '' central to the process of statutory construction, at the conclusion of which the label
of 'imperative' may be attached to a duty. is an inquiry as to WITether the statutoi'y purpose
of that duty, when considered within the particular statutory scheme of WITich that duty forms
10

part, would be advanced by holding the consequent exercise of POWei' by the 'innocent'
decision-maker to be invalid

36. Foilrih '' considerations which bear on that inquiry include the justice and convenience of
holding that a breach of tliat anterior duty invalidates all exercise of the subsequent decisionmaking power

37. Fillh, " a duty is imperative where a material bi'each would work to the peculiar disadvantage
of an individual

38. Sixih. the 'injustice' is notineasured by refer'ence to the particLilar case. In Wei', CaOeler and

Keane JJ considered that tile 'injustice to the holder of the snident visa of the POWei' to cancel
that visa being exercised on the basis of incorrect information downloaded fi'o111 PRISMS is

manifest'." The particular case was then considered, but simply to illusti'ate the point
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39. Non-compliance by the Secretary with the dLity in s 473CB(I) will, othei. than in few cases. "
be a matei'iai breach workino to the peculiar disadvantage of the referI'ed applicaiit

19
20
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M'ant 1251

PI'q18c/ Blue Sky Inc v Allsirufidn Bi'oddcosiing 4/11horiiy (1998) 194 CLR 355 at t931. quoted in M'Gi at
t261
Other passages in thejudginent of their Honours (eg 1321-t331) support the conclusion that 'material' is
being LISed in a different sense to how deployed in Hossqin v Minisiei' for 11niiiigruiioii Qnd Bolde!
Pro^Ciion (2018) 264 CLR 123 and Mill^trendi' InInn^rdiion und Bolder pro^C!10n , SZMT, (2019) 91
ALJR 252

,,
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Wei at 1261
Wei at 1271
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Wei at 1281
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Wei at 13/1 (emphasis added)
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Eg providing sufficient contact details, but not all that is required under par (d)

g"esti0" 3 - Where mom-compliance res"Its in the Secretary givi"g Ifoe AMthorijy material
that is irrelev""t to the review andpr<j"diei@I to the upPIic""t, what, if""y, is the reintio"ship
between the test of materiality rind the test of reasonable apprehension of bias?
40. For the reasons given above, in answer to Question 2, the duty in s 473CB(I)(c) is imperative
Provision by the Secretary of material that is irrelevant to the review and prejudicial to a
referred applicant will always be a material breach of that imperative duty.

41. In the present case, the breach of duty by the Secretary resulted in the Authority having to
consider the extraneous material as 'review material', thereby exceeding its jurisdiction. ~
42.1n apprehended bias, the fair-minded lay person would look at the fact of provision to the
Authority of extraneous material which it is duty-bound to consider, being materials that
have the imprimatur of the Secretary having considered them relevant to the review, and
which are prejudicial to the interests of the referred applicant.
43.1f the materials are prejudicial, that is the end of the matter

44. However, the informed" fair-minded lay person may think the materials not to be prejudicial
at all. It would not be reasonable, to take one example, to consider provision by the Secretary
to the Authority of a document which simply lists the names of all officers in the Department
to be prejudicial. The material is extraneous. The Authority would still need to consider it.

But it would not be a reasonable response by this passenger on the Clapham omnibus~' - ie,
the fair-minded person ought not have this response - to think that the Authority might riot
20

bring an impartial mind to determination of the review because it had to consider this list.

45. The answer to Question 3 is that there is no relationship. However, breach of duty by the
Secretary and apprehended bias may, and in this case will, lead to the same end-point, The
decision of the Authority should be quashed.
Dated: 24 October 2019
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CAB 133, Notice of Appeal, Ground 5
Abate", Knox City Co""ci/ (2015) 225 CLR 135 at 1231 (Kiefel, Bell, Keane and Nettle JJ), t571 (Gageler
J)
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Healthcore o1 Home Lid, Common Services, gency [2014] 4 All ER 210 at t11 (Lord Read, for the Court)

